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Seatbelt law will help ensure parents buckle up
their children in UAE
The head of the UAE
Federal Traffic Council
has said that a new law
on seatbelts will come
into force in the “near
future” as the biggest
obstacle to getting parents to buckle up their
children is the lack of a
law making it mandatory. The long-awaited
law, which has been
mooted for several
years, is expected to
make it mandatory for
everyone in the back to
buckle up, including
children. At present, it
is only law that front-

seat passengers buckle
up. Last week, General
Mohammed Saif Al
Zafeen, head of the
UAE Federal Traffic
Council said that a new
on seatbelts will come

into force in the “near
future”. Al Zafeen said
the council has proposed fining drivers
Dhs400 if passengers
are not wearing seatbelts.

New seat belt law in UAE

Seek Expert Advise
Al Mubasheri is one of the
finest providers of legal
services in the country
with the ultimate goal of
offering exceptional support thru the prospect of
exploring all available and
inventive approaches in
aiming for success in legal
dealings and transactions
where clients’ best inter-

ests are on top priority.
High-caliber lawyers and
legal consultants who are
well-accomplished in their
fields of practice coupled
with versatility in client collaborations are the main asset of this law firm.
Establishing solid linkages to
clients from initial contact

until the end of the contract is
of high value in our firm. We
take pride in providing efficient, quality services and
legal solutions in all the aspects of a business start-up
and are humbled by the trust
and confidence our clients
has bequeathed thus far.

